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Foreword

This report presents the results of the investigation of altimetric
measurements in the area of the Greenland-Iccland-Norwegian
Sea. This investigation was part of the Navy Space Oceanography
Program that had a general objective to use satellite-derived data
for interpreting ocean dynamics and thermodynamics.

The program was carried out in cooperation with the NATO
SACLANT Undersea Research Centre (SACLANTCEN). In situ
oceanographic measurements coincident with satellite data
measurements were also collected. They consisted of conductivity- 0
temperature-depth and thermistor chain data collected by the West
German ship WFS Planet, airborne expendable bathythermograph
data deployed by P-3 aircraft, and some conductivity-temperature-
depth data collected by SACLANTCEN. In addition, the infrared
satellite images and the historical conductivity-temperature-depth
data base, the Generalized Digital Environmental Model, were
used. Data were studied and correlated with altimetric measurements
to assess the usefulness and the potential of altimetry in this region.

W. B. Moseley "L. R. Elliott, Commander, USN
Technical Director Officer in Charge
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Executive Summary

A multidisciplinary oceanographic study was performed in the area of
the Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian Sea (GIN Sea). To assess the usefulness
and the potential of altimetry in this region, the GEOSAT data, the satellite
infrared images, and simultaneous in situ measurements of (a) airborne
expendable bathythermographs deployed from P-3 aircraft, and (b) ship
measurements of conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) and thermistor
chain data along the altimeter tracks were collected. In addition, the historical
CTD data base, Generalized Digital Environmental Model (GDEM), was
studied and used with altimetry. It was found that the variation in the
signal amplitude of altimetric residuals corresponding to mesoscale
variability is between 5 and 15 cm. In spite of this small amplitude, the
signal is correlated with the oceanographic structure. Dynamic heights
computed from CTD cross sections taken along the altimeter ground tracks
were used to improve the empirical geoid. The altimetric signal results,
namely, across the Norwegian current and the Fxeroe-Shetland inflow,
indicate the possibility of monitoring the inflow by altimeter. In analogy
to the CTD method discussed, dynamic height was computed from GDEM
data and was used for correcting the altimeter data. This method can be
useful in some areas as a first approximation in the improvement of the
geoid. In spite of the detection by altimeter of the stronger and larger
mesoscale features south of the Iceland-Fzroe front, the front itself was
not easily detected because of tidal contamination. Statistical results (namely
variance) derived from altimetry indicate the larger variability to be near
the frontal regions.
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Altimeter and Oceanographic In Situ
Measurements in the Area of the
Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian Sea, 1987-1988

1.0 Introduction the steady flows, namely, the inflow of the North
Determination of frontal areas and their temporal Atlantic water into the Norwegian Sea, and to

variations globally by using in situ measurements visualize the flow of the Norwegian Atlantic Current
is practically impossible. However, the satellite-borne in altimetric data, several tracks were calibrated with
altimeter may provide the means of tracking frontal conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) measure-
and eddy locations globally and in all weather ments. This calibration was compared to the
conditions. If this technique is possible, global corresponding calibration using the GDEM (Gen-

coverage would be vastly improved and in situ eralized Digital Environmental Model).
measurement time and cost reduced. While correlations of altimeter measurements with

It is well known that altimetric residuals in Gulf oceanographic measurements in the Norwegian Sea

Stream or Kuroshio regions have amplitudes in the proper were clearly visible, interpreting altimetric
range of I m: large enough to be identified. Several residuals in the Iceland-Fmeroe frontal zone was
studies were devoted to interpret the signal in terms difficult. The main reason for this disagreement
of oceanic dynamic topography (Cheney and was the introduction of errors into altirnetric residuals
Marsh, 1981; Cheney, 1982; Bernstein et al., 1982; by geophysical corrections, namely, tidal correction,
Lybanon et al., 1989; Mitchell, 1989). The majority and part of this work demonstrates the difficulty

of oceanic regions have altimetric surface signa- with corrections.
tures three to five times smaller than the Gulf Stream,
and interpretation is more difficult, if not impossible, 1.1 Background
at our present capability of determining orbital and The GIN Sea area has been the site of many
geophysical errors. oceanographic measurements over the years. The

This report is concerned with the interpretation classic work from this area is The Norwegian Sea
of signatures of GEOSAT's altimetric signals in (Helland-Hansen and Nansen, 1909). The Trangeland
the Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian (GIN) Sea area. series (1973, 1974) gives a historical summary of
It is an area of small surface height signatures. GIN Sea measurements to about 1973. The new
Johannessen (1984) looked at altimetric variability overview of physical oceanography literature for
in the area of the Norwegian North Atlantic Current 1972-1985 is given by Hopkins (1988).
and Norwegian Coastal Current from several The acquisition of large amounts of data has
SEASAT colinear tracks. He found evidence of eddy- demonstrated very large variability of structures and
like features with a maximum amplitude of 20 cm features, but the qualitative depiction of the Helland-
and an extent of 50 kin. The Harvard open-ocean Hansen (1909) surface current chart for the GIN
model (Robinson et al., 1988), in conjunction with Sea area has been confirmed. Figure la shows the
airborne expendable bathythermograph (AXBT) and main features. The North Atlantic water enters from
GEOSAT altimeter differences (between successive the southeast and continues northward as the
17-day passes), was used in locating the Iceland- Norwegian Atlantic Current. At the same time,
Fxroe Front. Dobson (1988) also discussed altimeter the Polar water enters from the northwest and
residuals across this front, proceeds southward along the Greenland shelf as

The purpose of this work was to examine altimetric the East Greenland Current. These two current
residuals and correlate them with infrared (IR) systems are separated by cyclonic gyres in the
satellite images and in situ measurements. To show Greenland and Norwegian Seas. These gyres are
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defined by the zonal flows along the Greenland- The North Atlantic Current carries water northward
Icelandic-Feroe and Jan Mayen Ridges. along the European continental slope. The upper

The bottom topography (Fig. 2a) strongly affects 1000 m of the water column consists of eastern
the circulation and the distribution of water masses. North Atlantic water. Temperature varies from 5'
Both major currents hug the Norwegian and to 12'C and salinity from 35 to 35.6 (Harvey, 1982),
Greenland continental slopes, respectively. In with some admixtures of higher salinity from
addition to these currents, the Norwegian Coastal Mediterranean outflow (Reid, 1979). The Wyville-
Current extends from the shore and onto the Atlantic Thompson Ridge (see Fig. 2b), with its 550-m depth
water, consisting of a wedge of coastal water. Its sill, is the first bathymetric impediment in the
source is the brackish outflow from the Baltic Sea, northward path of the North Atlantic Current. More
as well as runoff from the Norwegian fjords. than half of its volume follows the deeper isobaths
Figure lb (Alekseev and Istoshin, 1956) presents a westward as the Irminger Current, while the warmer
composite of the surface flow structure in greater upper layers of this water form the input to the
detail. This composite shows the inflow of North GIN Sea area. Its primary entry route is along
Atlantic water entering the GIN Sea, not only through the Shetland Slope, where the flow maximum is
the Faeroe-Shetland channel but also west of Faeroe, located approximately over the 500-m isobath. A
Iceland, across the Fxeroe-Iceland ridge, and the considerable part of the North Atlantic Current
portion joining the Irminger current and entering inundates the entire area of the Faeroe Bank and
the GIN Sea through the Denmark Strait. It also the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge. After a slight modification,
shows the greater structure in the Norwegian Atlantic the current enters as a secondary entry, anticycloni-
Current in the form of embedded cyclonic vortices cally around the northern coast of the Fa~roe Islands
and the absence of a well-developed Norwegian and south of the Iceland-Feroe Front into the GIN
cyclonic gyre. The IR satellite image in Figure 3a Sea area. A schematic of this recirculation is
shows the inflow of warm (dark) water with many presented in Figure 5. Tait's (1957) data provides
ramifications and cyclonic eddies and with scales the best evidence of the seasonal-to-interannual
between 50-100 km, progressing in a northeast variability. The wide-range of inflow v. 4ability (days
direction. (Notice the branching at around 65°N, to years), as can be seen in Figure 6, depends on
bathymetrically forced around the Voring Plateau the choice of reference level for estimates, based
in the direction of Mohn Ridge). Corrected Figure 3b
depicts the Iceland-Fa~roe Front. The figure shows on the dynamic method, local wind forcing, as wellthelar e t mpe atre ontastbet ee th tw waer as large-scale atmospheric forcing (M eincke and
the large temperature contrast between the two water Kvinge, 1978). The presence of quasi-geostrophically
masses (4-5,C), and the front is seeded with many balanced eddies (of 30-km scale) that propagate with
and 60 kin. the mean flow (Dooley et al., 1976; Dooley andThs gei d n oMeincke, 1981) enhance this variability. As can beThese generalized depictions of circulation pose

questions concerning the existence of forcing and seen in Figure 6, the data points are not evenly

the cause and stability of splitting of major flows. distributed throughout the year: the lack of winter

However, there is no generalized circulation model data could create the trend.
for the GIN Sea area. Main frontal regions connected 1.1.2 Norwegian Atlantic Current
with currents are depicted in Figure 4. They were The Norwegian Atlantic Current transports North
established by investigating the gradients in Atlantic water northward through the Norwegian
temperature and salinity fields of CTD data from Sea into the Greenland Sea. Considerable effort has
the GDEM data base. Surface dynamic height been spent in collecting data along the transects
topography for the major fronts and eddies corre-
sponds to between 10 and 20 cm. The more detailed, across the Norwegian Atlantic Current, namely on
quantitative descriptions in the following sections the Sognefjord and Ocean Weather Station Mike
were based on recent measurements. More emphasis sections, directed to the northwest from 610N, and

is placed on description of the dynamics of the upper 660N from Norwegian coast, respectively. The main

layer because it correlates with altimetric residuals. observational problem in terms of describing the
Norwegian Atlantic Current is a strongly sheared

1.1.1 Fieroe Channel cross stream with countercurrents, time variable
The Fxroe Channel is the major entrance of the transport, and large undulations at the lower water

warm, saline Atlantic waters to the GIN Sea area. mass interface (Helland-Hansen, 1934). The large
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undulations are also visible in the data of Sognefjord depths are too great to cause direct bathymetric
Sections (Saunders and Bums, 1985). Saelen (1959) steering for the Icelandic current, which is less than
confirmed these findings. He found that transports 300 m deep. The separation of the Icelandic current
for "in" and "out" crossings separated by about has to be caused by large-scale influences: the
2 days were equally as variable as those calculated Icelandic current advects the original Atlantic water
for different years. Farther to the north through the anticyclonically around north Iceland. The Atlantic
other cross section, Kvinge et al. (1968) observed water then undergoes cooling and freshening through
transports of similar variability and magnitude. advective admixtures of Arctic and Polar waters
Helland-Hansen (1934) and later Saelen (1963) (see Fig. 7) until approximately Gerpir, where it
related the observed horizontal variability in the reencounters original Atlantic water that is lighter
flow to the observed large vertical undulations of by -0.2a, units. This density difference is sufficient
the water mass interface (35.00 salinity) and to reorient the offshore geostrophic flow eastward.
suggested that both were caused by elongated North Atlantic waters over the southeastern Icelandic
cyclonic vortices embedded in the Norwegian shelf and over the southern portion of the Iceland-
Atlantic Current. Dickson (1972) found that these Feroe Ridge form a sea-level, high-pressure ri-'..
isotherm variations were stationary over the 6-week that extends eastward from Iceland and more or less
observational period. Elongated cyclonic eddies coincides with the Iceland-Feroe Ridge. Conse-
embedded into the Norwegi-n Atlantic Current quently, the lighter North Atlantic water on the south
appear to be characteristic throughout its northward side is forced over Icelandic Current waters. This
course. Kislyakov (1960) has suggested that the gyres water mass front progrades to the north; i.e., the
are generated by variations in cross-stream shear, front intersects the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge at around
which is generated by barotropic interaction with the northern 500-rn depth contour and tilts toward the
the bathymetry. north. In cross section, the water mass interface is

Bathymetric control also affects the branching well defined by strong gradients. The data collected
of the Norwegian Atlantic Current as it passes the in 1975 and 1976 (Dorey, 1978) indicate eastward
Voring Plateau. The westward branch merges with upper-flow speeds of -20 cm/s.
the Jan Mayen Current until it rejoins the more The surface manifestation of the Iceland-Fweroe
eastward branch of the Norwegian Atlantic Current. Front is highly variable in space and time. Figure 8

The estimates of volume transports along the shows the location of the front. Recent data from
course of the Norwegian Atlantic Current do not AXBT's are now available (Boyd et al., 1987;
give simple enlargement, as would be expected to Boyd, 1988). The surface isotherms spread apart,
result from continuous entrainment of adjacent particularly during summer, due to surface heating
waters. On the contrary, the center portions seem and to the mixing associated with large lateral
to decrease before the increase in the Spitsbergen excursions. Surface mappings indicate that the
region. lateral oscillations in the front have periods of days

rather than months. This is also substantiated by
1.1.3 Iceland-Faroe Front current meter data, which according to Willebrand

The zonal flow north of Iceland is referred to as and Meincke (1980) have a dominant time scale
the Icelandic Current; its origin is the branch of the over the Iceland-Fxroe Ridge of 10 days due to
Irminger Current that imports Atlantic water into frontal baroclinic instabilities. The Iceland-Fxroe
the Iceland Sea through the Denmark Strait. The Front has greater depths and, thus, less lateral
Icelandic Current flows eastward along the northern variability, as can be seen in Figure 8b. Because
continental slope of Iceland until it reaches the the front inclines toward the north, these deeper
easternmost point, Gerpir, where it continues expressions are found farther south. To the east
eastward rather than southward. Upon le'ving the and north of the Faroes, the front is also inclined
Iceland coast, it can no longer be considered a coastal toward the west due to the North Atlantic water
boundary current, although it remains bathymetrically entering via the Faeroe Channel. Near the bottom,
steered eastward along the north flank of the Iceland- two important southward extensions of the frontal
Faeroe Ridge. The Iceland-Fxroe Ridge is fully position are found (Fig. 8b)-one just east of
defined by the 500-m depth contour, and about the Iceland continental shelf break and another at the
one-third of the ridge is less than 350 m deep. These entrance to the Frroe-Shetland Channel. These
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extensions indicate the areas of greater probability layer, the northward flow crosses the ridge; near the
of GIN Sea overflow. Ross and Meincke (1979) bottom, the flow over the crest tends to be to
synthesized all available data and their result is the south over the western portion and to the north
shown in Figure 9. In this figure, the flow over the near the Faroe Islands as a part of recirculation (as
north and south part of the Iceland-Faroe Ridge described in inflow through Faroe Channel). Deep
follows the general bathymetry to the southeast and water formation is described extensively in Hopkins
to the northwest, respectively. In the near-surface (1988) and Swift (1986).
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2.0 Data Collection and Treatment where h, is a range measurement given by the
2.1 Altimeter altimeter, h, is the orbital distance, and h. is geoid

height (where h. and h9 are referenced to reference
The area where the GEOSAT altimetric data were ellipsoid). E(tide), E(EM), E(tropo), and E(orbit)

collected is shown in Figure 10a and b. Figure l0a represent corrections due to tide, EM bias, tropo-
shows the ground tracks of descending satellite paths, spheric water vapor, and orbital error, respectively.
and Figure 10b shows the ground tracks of ascending While h, and ho are given by measurements, h. is
paths in the GIN Sea area. Data were collected during a large value relative to SSH. Figure 11 presents an
the GEOSAT Exact Repeat Mission (ERM). ERM example of this problem. Figure I Ia represents the
was designed so that long-term, along-track averaging sea-level data (without tide and EM) for 13 repeat
could give an accurate local mean sea surface and orbits along track D21 (see Fig. 10); Figure 1 ab is
minimize the errors that occur when an imperfectly their ensemble average, and Figure 1 Ic is the estimate
known marine geoid is subtracted from the altim- thei r one ara r and The large diffe
eter data to produce mesoscale dynamic topography, of SSH for one particular path. The large differ-
ERM started on November 8, 1986, and the orbit ences in signal amplitude (I Ia and I Ic) are clear;
was adjusted to maintain this pattern laterally within the geoid estimate changes by 15 m, while SSH
less than 1 km. Thus, the ground track is a network variations are ±10 cm. Precise knowledge of the
that repeats every 244 revolutions (17.05 days), with geoid is needed to retrieve the oceanographic
a spacing of about 45 km in the GIN Sea area. information in the GIN Sea area. Available geoid

Altimeter data were received by the Johns Hopkins estimates do not have this precision. Three methods
Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) ground station. of geoid estimation were used, and the results are
APL produced NOARL Data Records (NDRs) and compared in this report.
transmitted them to NOARL. Sampling rate for these The first method: The long-term temporal mean
data was 10 per second. Data were processed at of altimeter-derived sea level approximates the
NOARL. Primary processing consisted of data quality marine geoid. Method can be expressed as
checks, removal of satellite height by extracting
the orbital distance (to establish the sea level), 1 Xi (h, - h. - E)i = h, (2)
averaging 10 data points (to the sampling interval
of I second), and removing geophysical corrections
(ocean tides and electromagnetic [EM] bias). Tide where N is the number of profiles used in averaging
was calculated from the Schwiderski-Szeto (1981) and h. is the mean that approximates the geoid.
model; accuracy was 10 cm over open ocean. The ERM's repeat orbit provides the opportunity to use
EM bias, an apparent shift in sea-surface elevation the along-track ensemble means as a reference
caused by a difference in reflection strength from surface for the SSH computation. Each profile used
the troughs and crests of ocean waves, can be in averaging was first shifted by subtracting its mean
modeled adequately as a range error that is value, where its mean value was created only from
proportional to significant wave height. The valse, were its in all preated onlue
altimeter's electronic tracker is responsible for a points that were defined in all profiles. This value
similar bias; combined correction factor of 5% of was important because when data gaps are present
significant wave height was used (Born et al., 1982). (because of rain, etc.), averaging creates artificial
More details of primary processing are given in steps (because orbital error is ±300 cm) in ensemble
Lybanon et al. (1989). average. SSH's were estimated by the difference

Secondary processing consisted of linearly between the instantaneous profile and the ensemble
approximating all repeat sea level profiles into the mean. Last, the simple linear detrending of SSH
set of fixed locations along the tracks (chosen was adequate to reduce the residual orbit error, a
arbitrarily as a set from the first passes) called "bins," good approximation for the relatively short tracks
and obtaining the sea surface residuals (SSH) that (1500 km or less) through the GIN Sea area. SSH
provide information on ocean dynamics. SSH can obtained by this method will be annotated in the
be represented by the following equation: text as SSHM.

However, that mean also includes the time-
h,- h, - E = SSH + ho independent part of dynamic topography. The

E = E(tide) + E(EM) + E (tropo) presence of this contaminant significantly interferes
with interpretation of SSH residuals. Figure 12

+ E(orbit), (1) illustrates this problem. The dashed line in Figure 12a
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shows an idealized part of the time-independent temperature (for example, by AXBTs), estimate the
dynamic topography across the frontal zone. The salinity from T-S dependence, and then proceed as
three solid lines are the instantaneous frontal above. This method has been used successfully by
positions as they would appear if they could be Mitchell et al. (1989) in the Gulf Stream area. SSH
calculated without error. The mean is "smeared" obtained by this method will be annotated in the
because of meandering while the altimeter data text as SSHc.
incorporated into mean were being collected. The third method: Historical CTD data from
Figures 12b, 12c, and 12d show the result of GDEM can also be used to improve the reference
differencing the instantaneous and mean profiles, surface. As these data represent the average prop-
as in the subtraction of the "contaminated" reference erties, the dynamic height computed from them also
surface from sea level. In general, both the resulting represent the average for a particular period. Taken
profile shape and, to smaller extent, its position are along the altimeter track, dynamic height can be
affected. subtracted from the altimeter-created reference

It is impossible to separate the time-independent surface for the same period (for example, summer
part of the dynamic topography from the altimetry data) to obtain the geoid estimate. This method can
without additional independent information. The be expressed as follows:
construction of so-called "synthetic geoids" by
removing the mean oceanography contamination is I Yi (h, - hk - E)i - GDEM = hg , (4)
a topic of considerable current interest. Kilgus (1989) N
reports on several synthetic geoid methods, all of
which introduce additional information to achieve where 1 represents ensemble average (the same as

N
the separation. Tapley et al. (1988) describe a differ- method 1), GDEM is the dynamic height computed
ent approach, which uses altimeter data, tracking along a satellite ground track from a GDEM data
data, and surface gravity data to solve simultaneously set, and h is the geoid estimate. Error in this
for the sea surface topography, the earth's gravity estimation is introduced by the problems of the
field, the satellite's orbit, and other parameters. dynamic method in computing the dynamic height,

The second method: Even if the main purpose of barotropic component in the current, and the
altimetry is to derive surface topography and to nonsimultaneity of altimeter and CTD data sets. In
interpret ocean dynamics, this role can also be addition, the SSH has the orbital error. SSH obtained
reversed. To use oceanographic measurements, by this method will be annotated in the text as
namely CTD data, compute dynamic topography SSH . The results of this method are also
from CTD's collected along altimeter ground tracks roDEM. the report.
in simultaneous measurements with altimeter and presented in this report.Altimetric data were processed for the period of
obtain geoid by a simple calculation: 1 year, but more than 30% descending and 15-20%

ascending passes are missing due to altimeter
(h,- ho - E) - DH = h, ) malfunctions. Data are missing mostly during the

fall and winter periods.
where DH is dynamic height computed from oceano-

graphic data, and h. is the geoid estimate. This
method gives good results only if the corresponding
dynamic height represents well the dynamic sur- AVHRR from the NOAA-9 and NOAA-10 satel-
face, if the baroclinic component is dominant, and lites were collected and processed at NOARL.
if the reference level is well established and the Collected images had 1-kmn resolution. Channel 4
orbital error is small (small tilt). The advantage is and gray-shaded temperature differences were used
that only one altimeter track and one set of CTD instead of the color coding because oceanic features
data along this track can estimate geoid. This method are easier to identify.
is useful in calibrating some of the altimeter tracks
across the important oceanic current systems to 2.3 ,%XBT Data
monitor their fluxes. Results of this method are AXBTs were deployed from the Naval Research
examined in this report. Similarly, if temperature- Laboratory's P-3 aircraft underflying the GEOSAT
salinity (T-S) relationship in the particular oceanic altimeter track across the Norwegian Atlantic Current
area is well behaved, it is adequate to measure only on 1 June 1987 (Fig. 13a).
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The frequency-modulated signals from the three 2.5 Thermistor Chain Data
aircraft sonobuoy receivers (channels 12, 14, 16) These data were taken by Selshop (1987) during
were received, amplified, filtered, and digitized the NORDMEER 87 cruise. The thermistor chain
at 10 Hz (about every 15 cm in depth). The airborne extended to abcut 150 m depth, with 60 thermistors
data acquisition system is described in Holland evenly distributed. Thermistors with an accuracy
et al. (1982), Brundage et al. (1985), and Boyd et al. better than 0.05*C were embedded in blocks,
(1986). Later processing consisted of filtering (a resulting in a time constant of about 40 seconds.
21-point median filter to remove noise in profiles), Towing speed was constant, between 6 and 7 knots,
conversion to temperature and depth (Boyd, 1987), and temperature profiles were sampled every
decimation to a 1-m resolution. A final 9-point 12 seconds. Location of the section compatible with
median filter was applied to complete the smoothing altimeter data is shown in Figure 13a between
process (to eliminate enhanced noise at depth near points A and B.
the end of the profile when atmospheric conditions
cause ducting of the transmitted signal (Boyd, 1986). 2.6 Surface Drifters
Navigation accuracy was estimated to be about 7 kmn. Six surface drifters were deployed in the area of
The vertical temperature profile extended to 400 m the Iceland-Fwroe Front to visualize the circula-
with a 0.2°C accuracy. AXBT data used for tion. Figure 13b shows the deployment positions.
comparison with the altimeter across the Iceland- The first three drifters were deployed during the
F.Troe Front are described in Boyd (1988). NOARL cruise; and the rest were deployed 14 days

later by the Alliance during the SACLANT Undersea
Research Centre cruise. Drifters were constructed

2.4 CTD Data at NOARL (see Fig. 14 for schematic). A plastic
Two cruises participated in collecting the data tube, 15 cm in diameter and 1-m long, housed the

simultaneously with altimeter measurements. Service Argos transmitter, the antenna, and two
Figure 13a shows the positions of CTD casts 12V (10 AHR) batteries. The simple dipole antenna
conducted aboard the Wehrforschungsschif Planet was fixed along the tube, together with other
operated by the Bundeswehr Research Establishment components, by polyurethane foam that hardened
for Acoustics and Geophysics, Kiel, Federal 1 day after injection. The end-cups were then glued
Republic of Germany. Jurgen Sellschopp was Chief to the tube, ensuring enough buoyancy that about
Scientist during the cruise, which was designated one-third of the tube was above water level in a
NORDMEER 87 and lasted from I to 19 June 1987. horizontal position.
Figure 13b indicates CTD positions taken during A drogue was made from the two perpendicularly-
the U.S. Navy Agor cruise organized by NOARL mounted, canvas-covered sails. The heavy canvas
3 to 16 October 1988. pieces were sewn on two crosses made of iron tubes.

Preliminary results of CTD data from the first To keep the structure from horizontal collapse, nylon
cruise are described in Wiesenburg et al. (1987). ropes were tightly stretched around. The drogue
CTD measurements in both cruises were taken was connected to the surface drifter by a nylon
by the Neil Brown MARK IIIB System. Systems cord. Along this line there were buoyancy floats.
were calibrated and operationally checked by the Distribution of buoyancy was such that several
Sensor Calibration Laboratory of the U.S. Naval floats were positioned near the drogue, partly to
Oceanographic Office (NAVOCEANO). A post compensate for its large negative buoyancy. The
cruise instrument check was also conducted by rest of the floats were attached closer to the surface
NAVOCEANO to insure that the units had remained drifter in such number that there was total positive
in calibration during the cruise. Data were recorded buoyancy for the whole drogue. With the transmit
on a Digi-Data, Inc., 9-track tape recorder and later interval of 60.2 seconds, projected duration was
processed on the Digital Equipment Corporation 3.5 months.
VAX computer. Different parameters were calculated Argos positions and their timing were obtained
based on the algorithms in UNESCO Report 44 through telephone line. The data obtained were then
(UNESCO, 1983). Data were finally decimated to averaged for each day in position, and receiving
1--m values. Loran positioning accuracy was ±1.5 km. time and resulting data were linearly interpolated
The depth of casts was either 1000 in or 50 m to midday positions. The average daily velocities
above bottom, if shallower, were computed from interpolated data.
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3.0 Data Errors Precision of the GEOSAT range measurement is
estimated to be 3.5 cm (MacArthur et al., 1987).

3.1 CTD, AXBT, Thermistor Chain The detailed error budget for the GEOSAT mission,
The accuracy and the resolution of AXBT, CTD, based on postlaunch estimates of the gravity,

and thermistor chain measurements easily indicated drag, solar pressure, station coordinates, and
mesoscale features in the GIN Sea area because the instrument noise uncertainties, and the list of
temperature and salinity contrasts of these features assumptions on which it is based, is given in
are large. The CTD calibrations before and after Lybanon and Crout (1987).
the cruises insured that the sensors worked properly. 3.2.1 Orbital Error
Surface topography computed from CTD data is
based on the dynamic method and is therefore subject An important source of error is the uncertainty
to errors in the choice of reference level. In addition, in the orbit determination. Orbits were determined
any sea-level change related to barotropic signal, by the Navy Astronautical Group with a radial
which is important for the shallower stations, is position uncertainty of 3 m. Simple detrending was
not accounted for in CTD analysis. adequate to reduce the residual orbit error to

Accuracy of the drop positions for the AXBT centimeter level for the relatively short tracks (less
were less than 7 km. For CTD's and the thermistor than 1500 km) through the GIN Sea area. This linear
chain, positions were less than 5 km (compared fit removes also other long-range (>1000 km)
with GPS). geophysical errors present in the altimeter data.

The sampling interval for the AXBT cross section Some geophysical errors are in the mesoscale range
was about 13 km, AXBT's over the Iceland-FTroe or have significant energy at mesoscale wavelengths,
Ridge about 35 km and more. Separation between namely ocean tides, electromagnetic bias, and wet
the CTD stations in the NORDMEER 87 experiment troposphere pathlength correction.
was 35-45 km, in the 1988 (NOARL) cruise the 3.2.2 Wet Tropospheric Correction
separation was variable between 6 and 25 km. Data collected by the special sensor microwave/
Thermistor chain sampled about every 60 m. imager (SSM/l) radiometer, which was launched

Some CTD cross sections lasted 2 days, and some aboard the DMSP satellite in June 1987, are used
were taken in delay to the altimeter overflight, in calculation of the wet troposphere pathlength

The large separations between some AXBT and correction. Algorithms for this computation were
CTD stations does not permit the full horizontal developed by Hollinger (1980) based on linear
resolution of mesoscale eddies and fronts. The combinations of the brightness temperatures meas-
nonsimultaneity between altimeter and other ured by several channels of the SSM/I radiometer.
measurements may cause the change of the The range correction is given by
oceanographic features under the satellite track, due
to convection or dynamical changes, because the hw = 6.43W, (5)
time scales for the significant variation in the GIN
Sea area can be as short as 1-4 days. where W is the total precipitable water. Preliminary

3.2 Altimeter study of SSM/I data in the GIN Sea area for the
3-month period (July-September 1987) indicates

The radar altimeter measures the distance from the importance of this correction. The "tongues"
its antenna's electrical center to the instantaneous of wet and dry air, which accompany the low-
sea surface as average over the footprint. This pressure disturbances, cause variations that
footprint is a function of significant wave height; correspond to the altimetric range correction between
for flat sea its diameter is 1.7 km; for 10-m waves 5 and 15 cm in mesoscale wavelengths (-100 km).
it extends to 5.6 km. Ten data points (every 0. 1 s) The effect of this correction is more important for
are averaged giving 1-second values corresponding the data along the descending altimetric tracks
to about 6.5-km-long segments of averaging along because the bands of the wet and dry atmosphere
the satellite's nadir track. The lateral error in the often seem to be perpendicular to the direction of
ERM ground tracks is 1 km. All ground tracks that moving atmospheric fronts (north-east) that coincide
are ±1 km apart are projected on this fixed track, with descending tracks, causing the largest gradients
Estimated error in SSH, corresponding to this pro- in the correction amplitudes. In contrast, wet
jection, was derived from the largest geoid slopes correction has the small gradients in long wave-
in GIN Sea area and is less than 2 cm. lengths for the ascending altimetric ground tracks.
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Near simultaneity between the SSM/I and altimeter the Fxeroe Islands, and the Shetland Islands.
data is the important constraint in applying the wet Figure 16 shows SSHM data (tide removed) along
tropospheric correction to altimetric data. It was ascending track A38, which passes across the FWeroe-
observed that atmospheric fronts move with speeds Shetland Channel and the Iceland-Fawroe Ridge.
as high as 35 km/h over the GIN Sea area; there- Tidal error is visible across the Famroe-Shetland
fore, the time difference of 2 hours between Channel and is very pronounced in the Iceland-
collection of altimeter and SSM/I data leads to highly Faeroe area, where the amplitude is about 15 cm in
inaccurate altimetry corrections. No wet tropospheric the 200-km range. All ascending tracks that pass
correction was used for the GIN Sea project. across this area have severe tidal problems in

mesoscale range. Figure 17 illustrates tidal error
across the Iceland-Feroe area along descending

The primary effect is directly proportional to ground track D33. Even if the tidal error is present
wave height and causes a range error of about 2% in the longer wavelength, it masks the Iceland-Faxroe
of the significant wave height at the frequency of Front. The maximum of tidal error in Figure 17 is
the GEOSAT altimeter. The tracker itself is at 64.5'N, with a magnitude of about 8 cm. At that
responsible for a similar bias; the combined effect point, Figure 18 displays the four dominant tidal
used in our data is 5% of the significant wave height. components (from Schwiderski-Szeto model) in the
Figure 15 illustrates the amplitudes of EM and its time window of ±12 hours from the time that
effect on SSH. The three columns represent the three corresponds to each altimetric pass shown in
different passes of altimeter along the D27 altimeter Figure 17. Amplitudes for the semidiurnal tidal
ground track. They are distinguished by their components are small (namely S2) because of the
revolution number. The first row displays altimeter proximity to amphidromic point (63.5 0N, 80 W). It
off-nadir angle along the path (latitude). The very is clear in Figure 17 that variation in tidal error is
high off-nadir angle for REV 19772 stopped to be a product of the beat frequency between M2 and S2,
recorded above 1.30. The second row shows the with periodicity of 14.77 days. This variation is
amplitude variation for the signals obtained as 2% clearly present in all SSH data (tide removed) taken
and 5% of significant wave height. In addition to across the southern part of the GIN Sea area.
the low-frequency variations, the high-frequency Figure 19 shows tidal error introduced into the
"noise" is significant (>5 cm) for the large significant data by bilinear (or other) approximation. The 1 x 10

wave heights (>5 m). The third and fourth rows graded system of Schwiderski data are too coarse
show the EM corrected (5%) and uncorrected SSHM to allow a sufficient resolution of quickly varying
data, respectively. It is clear that EM correction tidal heights. Data in Figure 19 represent descend-
does not improve the high-frequency noise in SSH ing passes along track DIO. The first column shows
data. The SSHM data taken during the high sea state the bilinearly approximated Schwiderski tidal data
(large significant wave heights) are noisy (varia- as points and "smoothed" data as a line. The second
tions >10 cm) and were not incorporated into sets column displays the SSH data without the
for computing the ensemble averages. Schwiderski tide as points, and with tide present as

a line. The third column shows SSH data with tide,
3.2.4 Tidal Error as points, and SSH without the smoothed tide as a

Tides are accounted for by the Schwiderski- line. (Tilt and bias are always removed.)
Szeto (1981) model, which has an accuracy of 10 cm The bilinear approximation causes the spurious
or better over the open ocean. Schwiderski (1986) signal between 63.0°N and 64.2°N. This signal
described the tidal problems in the GIN Sea area. occurred in descending passes crossing the Iceland-
Semidiurnal partial tides (M2 is dominant) have three Feroe Ridge, in an area where the Iceland-Fzeroe
amphidromes in the southern part of GIN Sea area, Front is also present. Introduced error is in mesoscale
one of which is located close to the Iceland-Feroe range, which makes it difficult to determine the
Front. The dominant diurnal (K1) tide has two position of the Iceland-Fa~roe Front. Any smooth-
amphidromes in the GIN Sea area. The same is ing of tidal curves may diminish the large tidal
valid for P,, while O and Q, depict no amphidrome error but cannot solve the problem. Only the gridwise
in the GIN Sea area. In coastal waters and areas of refined tidal model for this area can improve the data.
rough bottom reliefs, lesser accuracy must be The correlation of frontal position and the gross
assumed. The 10 x 10 graded grid system fails to bathymetry creates two problems: (1) tidal ampli-
allow a sufficient resolution of quickly varying tidal fication and (2) geoid error. This is in addition to
heights, particularly for the M2 tide between Iceland, dynamic topographic effects over the area.
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4.0 Results and Discussion remembered that fronts can appear to be like cold

Altimetric interpretations for the GIN Sea project or warm eddies (see Fig. 12).

were strongly oriented to the ground truth meas- Figure 23, with the IR image from 21 May and

urements. SSH residuals were small, often close to altimeter tracks A02 and A21, shows good correla-
the range of uncertainty in the geophysical tion of IR features with A21. Altimeter signal was

corrections. In such a case, in situ measurements obtained by the second method, taking into account

are the necessary and indispensable part of dynamic height from the CTD cross section taken
understanding and interpreting altimetry, during the altimeter pass 17 days later. It containsinformation about the mean flux, which is visible

as general sloping (from 1°E to 3.5°E) superimposed
4.1 SSH and IR Images on the eddy field. Altimetry shows two cold eddies

The GIN Sea area is usually covered by clouds, of 55 and 40 km diameter. One eddy is visible in
It is difficult to have a clear IR image and, simul- the IR image, just on the edge of a cloudy area.
taneously, the altimeter data over it. IR images show The warm anticyclonic eddy around 30E is also
large spatial variability in the surface temperature correlated with altimetry.
field associated with meanders and eddies, many Figure 24, with the IR image from 21 May and
of them in the scale of 25 to 35 km. Several figures two altimetry tracks D16 and D21, is from the
(Figs. 20-25) show the SSH residuals superimposed Iceland-Fxroe region. D21 passed on the same day
on IR images. SSH residuals were obtained as a as the IR image and D16 2 days earlier. The IR
difference between the instantaneous and mean image and the altimeter data show that the area is
profiles, so they do not contain information about seeded with cyclonic eddies that are 45 to 50 km in
the steady components of the flow. The exception diameter. It is obvious that at the northern side of
is in Figure 23, track A21, which contains this the front, altimetric residuals have small amplitude
information. There may be a difference of several variations. The cyclonic eddy, centered at 11.5 0 W
days between the IR image and the SSH overlay. on D21 with an amplitude of about 10 cm, is well
Assuming about 10 cm/s as characteristic speed along correlated with the IR feature. D16 shows a strong
fronts (mean surface currents), it translates to anticyclonic eddy centered at about 6°W, followed
possibly 8 to 10 km/day lateral shift between features. by two cyclonic eddies. Likewise, the IR image is

Figure 20 shows two altimeter tracks with SSHM in good agreement with the altimeter.
across the Norwegian Atlantic Current. It is apparent Figure 25 presents the IR image from 29 May 1987
that some IR features correlate with altimeter signal and altimeter track Al12, which passed 3 days later.
(for example, the warm feature in the central part The anticyclonic eddy in the middle of the track
of A04), but the other parts do not correlate well is the same eddy visible in Figure 24, only now
even if the time difference between IR and altimeter well delineated from the frontal region, which is
is taken into account. This is commonly the situation. situated in a southwesterly direction from the

Figure 21 also shows two altimeter paths situated cyclonic eddy. The sloping of the SSHM signal to
to the south of previous paths. Altimeter data along the west of the eddy may indicate the presence of the
A09 represent data taken 3 days later than IR Iceland-Faroe Front.
imagery. The northward shift of 30 km in the
IR image could possibly match the altimeter. SSHM 4.2 Sectionc Across Atlantic Inflow and
along A35 came 2 days earlier than IR image. Data Norwegian 1.1;,Aantic Current
are filtered by Fourier filter; only variations of thescals lrge thn 30km re eft Intrprtaton f .Figure 26a shows altirnetric ground tracks involved
scales larger than 30 km are left. Interpretation of in in situ measurements, and Figure 26b displays
the altimeter signal and correlation with IR have the bathymetry, positions of cross sections, and locations
same problems as already discussed. of the AXBT and CTD casts.

Figure 22 displays the IR image from May 27
and the altimetry along A35 (the same as above, 4.2.1 AXBT Cross Section
only unfiltered) and A04. A35 passes 1 day earlier Figure 27 summarizes the results of the altim-
and A04 3 days later than IR image. Correlation eter and AXBT measurements. Figure 27a represents
with the features is good, A35 with the warm flow the temperature cross section taken simultaneously
around 5PE and A04 with cyclonic eddy around with AXBT data. It clearly shows that the main
7.50E. In interpreting the altimetry, it should be branch of the Norwegian Atlantic Current is centered
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around 6'E and that a more diluted branch deviates left for SSHM to obtain the better fit, would likely
from the main one around the Voring Plateau, improve the matching of features on the right side
centered at 2"W. Several warm and cold core eddy- of graphs but not on the left side. It is possible that
like structures extending to a depth of at least 300 m the lateral convection of features is not uniform. The
are visible, some of them with a tilted vertical axis. low cross correlation between SSH and SST was also
Figure 27b represents altimeter data. The dotted observed for other comparisons. The reason is that
line shows the low-pass filtered data with a cut-off the water masses of different temperatures are
wavelength of about 30 km. SSHM data represent entrenched into eddies and fronts and can confuse
the difference from the ensemble average (created their SST expression. In addition, the absolute
from 14 passes), which means that the steady features temperature structure is compared with SSHM, which
do not show up. This can explain why there is no represents only the deviation from the mean.
pronounced rise in SSHM west of the main inflow 4.2.2 Cross Section 0
(around 5°E). Figure 27c represents the curves of Ts cross section was taken across the Fwroe-
surface temperature and the averaged temperatures Shetland Channel (see Fig. 26). Figure 30 shows
for the columns of water between 0-40 mn and the cross sections of several variables. The section
200-350 m, respectively. Visual inspection between was taken on 3-4 June 1987. Dynamic calculation
temperature cross section and altimeter reveals high of geostrophic velocity, with the level of no motion
correlation between them. The deeper layers are chosen at 500 m, shows very small currents flow-
clearly better correlated, as shown in Figure 27c. ing northward on the Shetland side and, perhaps,
The average temperature between 200 and 350 m the presence of the weak recirculation flow (as
is better correlated with the altimeter than the surface discussed in Background section) to the west of it
or upper-layer temperatures. This result is also (Fig. 31). The time of the closest altimetric pass
obtained by computing the cross correlation as seen was along ground track A05 on 30 May (4 days
in Table 1. before the CTD cross section). Figure 32 shows the

This large correlation of altimetry with the deep position of A05 relative to the CTD cross section.
structure indicates that the deep structure has a Figure 33 shows SSHM taken along A05 on 30 May
dominant effect on the dynamics of the whole column and cross sections of variables for the surface layer
from the surface to at least 350 m. This also is an (0-150 m) along transect 0. The altimeter track was
indication that low mode (1st) baroclinic dynamics parallel, but about 40 km to the north of section 0
dominate. The eddies are probably "fresh" insta- and to compare the cross section with it, the SSHM
bilities of the front. Corresponding sea surface was projected onto section 0, as indicated in
temperature (SST) was obtained by calibration of Figure 32. SSHM indicates the presence of the weak
NOAA 10 satellite data along the A09 altimeter recirculation (sloping between the CTD station 5
ground track. The SSHM along this track is shown and 6) and, perhaps, the cyclonic eddy to the west
in Figure 28. The cross correlation between these of it. Figure 34 shows SSH's for several satellite
two data sets is shown in Figure 29. Visual inspec- passes along A05. Figure 34a represents SSHM's
tion of SST and SSHM indicates that some features obtained by differencing the instantaneous pass and
are well aligned. SST data were taken 3 days earlier the ensemble average. Figure 34b represents SSHc's
than SSHM, which may account for some relative obtained by differencing the instantaneous profile
shifts between data sets. The cross correlation and the profile from 30 May (dynamic height
between data is small, and an 8-point shift to the obtained from the CTD cross section associated with

this day was constant). Essentially, the instanta-
neous altimetric profile from May 30 served as aTable 1. Cross correlation between altimeter and geoid. Ensemble average was created from only fivetemperature data for AXBT cross section.ggy
profiles. The reason is that the tidal error does not

Cross often change from one pass to the other (seeData Correlation section 3.2.4), but the error would be detrimental if
Altimeter/temperature surface 0.21 many profiles were averaged. The same is true about
Altimeter/temperature 0- 40 m 0.16 the results in Figure 34b; SSHc' s adjacent to May 30
Altimeter/temperature 0-150 m 0.02 are less contaminated by tidal error. The remarkable
Altimeter/temperature 0-300 m 0.13 similarity between the SSH's in Figures 34a and 34b
Altimeter/temperature 200-350 m 0.58 signifies the absence of a steady current. Likewise,
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the agreement of eddy structures in both figures section was taken simultaneously with the altimeter
for the corresponding profiles indicates that the data along ground track A21. Figure 36 shows the
30 May profile, taken as a geoid, was not contami- cross sections of several oceanographic variables
nated by strong eddies (as also indicated by the obtained from the CTD data. The cross sections
CTD cross section) and that the eddy structure, show remarkably smooth inflow of Atlantic water
namely, in 3 July, is real. SSH from 16 June indicates on the east side of the cross section without
the strong inflow of the North Atlantic water has oscillations of isolines to the west, which are usually
an estimated geostrophic velocity of 17.5 cm/s. A present. In the dynamic calculation the reference
crude estimate of transport gives 4.6 Sv. The estimate level was chosen at 900 m, but the isopycnals of
is based on the assumption of the same velocity of potential sigma indicate that it is not yet
current between 61.6 0N and the shelf break (positions compensated.
on A05 track), to 500 m depth (or bottom, where Corresponding geostrophic velocity is displayed
less deep) and linear decay of the velocity from the in Figure 37. It shows the northward current to be
surface, 17.5 cm/s to 0.0 cm/s at 500 m. more than 10 cm/s for the main inflow and indicates

In a strict sense, altimeter profiles yield only the (from CTD cast 18) the presence of a contracurrent
surface geostrophic current velocity. Information to the west of it. Figure 38 displays SSH taken along
on the current structure of the underlying water can A21 during the oceanographic measurements, as well
be extracted only with simultaneous hydrographic as cross sections of oceanographic variables for the
data, with a dynamic upper-layer ocean model, or surface layer (0-150 m depth). There is variation
by "calibration fit," where the altimeter profile is of the altimeter signal in scales smaller than 40 km
compared with the set of profiles for which the and., except for the variation corresponding to the
current structures were determined from the hydro- waim.~-core feature near CTD cast 15, they cannot
graphic data (Kao and Cheney, 1982). Altimeter be resolved by CTD grid. SSHM does not show the

data from the other passes do not show strong inflow, large signal visible in the dynamic height plot, as

indicating that the variability in inflow is consider- it represents only the difference from the mean. To

able and the "no current" condition is not exceptional. evaluate the usefulness of the historical CTD data

Figure 35 compares dynamic height obtained base for the improvement of the reference surface,

from CTD casts (Fig. 35a) and altimeter residuals GDEM + SSHM and CTD data were compared.

(Fig. 35b). SSHM was computed as a difference Figure 39 shows plots of GDEM, GDEM + SSHM,

between instantaneous profile and ensemble mean. and the dynamic height obtained from CTD's of

The time lag between the CTD cross section and cross section 1, all computed along the ground track

the altimeter is 5 days. Dynamic heights in the CTD A21. The dynamic height computed from GDEM

section indicate the weak inflow to the west of summer data and added to SSHM residuals shows a
Shetland shelf. Altimeter residuals show the stronger much smaller slope than CTD cross section 1.Sifloind shel. saltmet aresidue raps, sow the stro r Figure 40c, where GDEM + SSHM = SSHGDEM are
inflow in the same area due, perhaps, to the 5-day shown for several consecutive passes, also indicates
delay in altimeter data. As in the above example, the smaller slope of each profile than the absolute

estimated geostrophic velocity is about 17 cm/s. topograph in e prbl the the atalse
Even if this estimate was not obtained from the topography in Figure 40b. Ile GDEM data set

Eve ifthi esimae ws nt otaied romthe possibly does not have enough representative
absolute topography, it may give the correct result measurements n his priula rea reate

due o te reson aleadydesribd. A inthe measurements in this particular area to create adue to the reasons already described. As in the reliable average. Figure 40a represents SSHM

previous case, the altimeter data along A12 have residuals for several altimeter profiles obtained as

tidal error problems and to obtain the reliable results, a feren erof articular pass adthe an
the idalcorectin hs tobe mproed.a difference of particular pass and the mean.

the tidal correction has to be improved. Figure 40b shows the absolute topography obtained

by subtracting the CTD dynamic heights from the
4.2.3 Cross Section 1 June 6 altimeter profile and differentiating this instant

This cross section was taken across the Norwegian geoid with the appropriate profiles (described earlier).
Atlantic Current. Its location and the positions of The dynamic topography obtained from the CTD
the CTD casts are shown in Figure 26. This cross cross section does not fully resolve smaller eddies
section is coincident with the position of Sognefjord (<40 kin), and this poor resolution partly degrades
Sections described and plotted for the period of the other profiles, as visible in May 3 and March 30
1900-1970 by Saunders and Bums (1985). The CTD data.
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Table 2. Estimates of average Table 3. Cross correlation between altimeter
surface velocity from SSHc data SSH and the oceanographic variables for cross
for the cross section 1. section 2.

Width Velocity Dynamic
Profile (km) (cm/s) Depth Temperature Salinity Height

June 23 130 10.3 Surface 0.523 0.396 0.025

June 6 (CTD) 195 6.4 0- 40m 0.022 0.494 -0.615
May 20 125 12.0 0-200 m 0.532 0.566 0.152
May 3 137 8.2 200-330 m 0.581 0.699 0.464
March 30 100 15.0 350-600 m 0.154 0.214 0.083

While SSHM obtained from the mean does not present in the surface layer only a few tens of meters
show inflow of Atlantic water, the absolute topog- thick. SSHM represents the sole variation from the
raphy (SSHc) shows its presence in every profile, mean. Its peaks are visually well correlated with
An example is the profile A21 from May 20 in an the main warm surface features.
IR image, Figure 23. The estimates of the average Figure 44 shows dynamic height computed along
surface geostrophic velocities and the width of inflow the CTD cross section and SSHM and its low-pass
are given in Table 2. filtered version. Figure 45 is the cross correlation

between the dynamic height and the filtered version
4.2.4 Cross Section 2 of SSHM. The cross correlation here is small. The

result of the cross correlation between SSHM and
Cross section 2 was taken across the Norwegian oceanic integrated variables for different depths is

Atlantic Current as indicated in Figure 26. The CTD gien intabe 3.

section was taken simultaneously with the altim- given in Table 3.
Results indicate good cross correlation with the

eter data along ground track A30. Figure 41 shows sults icte good crs cor reli w t
the cross sections of several oceanographic variables sure betw 200 and 330im. Tisuresulagrees with AXBT data discussed earlier. Figure 46
obtained from the CTD data. Dynamic height, as shows plots of GDEM, GDEM + SSHm, and the
well as potential temperature and salinity cross dynamic height obtained from CTD's of cross
sections, show considerable horizontal variability section 2, all computed along ground track A30.
of the isoline depth, indicating the presence of the The slope of GDEM + SSH data underestimates
entrenched eddies described in section 1.1. The main the CTD's. Likewise, Figure 47c, where the
inflow of Atlantic water is guided by the continental GDEM + SSHM = SSHGDEM are shown for several
slope, but a portion ,nf it appears near CTD consecutive passes, indicates that the slope of
stations 29-30, indicating the branch that contin- each profile is smaller than the profiles representing
ues around the Voring Plateau. It is apparent that the absolute topography (obtained from CTD) in
the Atlantic water mass is present over the Figure 47b.
Holtenbank area, east of the main inflow. The sur- The profiles of Figure 47a represent SSHM's
face, however, is overlaid by the fresher water that obtained as a difference of a particular pass and
belongs to the Norwegian Coastal Current. The the mean. The set of profiles in Figure 47b shows
geostrophic current cross section obtained from CTDs the absolute topography obtained by subtracting the
is sliown in Figure 42. It indicates a complicated CTD dynamic heights from the altimeter profile of
flow pattern. It is interesting to notice the south- June 10 and differentiating this instant geoid with
ward flow near CTD stations 33 and 34 where the appropriate profiles (described earlier). The impor-
presence of Atlantic water (salinity 35.00) extends tant feature in these profiles is the sloping of the
to 450 m. curves. It indicates the presence of the steady

Figure 43 shows SSH with its low-pass filtered component of the Norwegian Atlantic Current. The
version taken during the oceanographic measure- slopes in the profiles are larger than the slope of
ment and the cross sections of potential temperature, the CTD dynamic height. The reason could be the
salinity, and potential sigma for the surface layer presence of orbital error (in the form of tilt) in
(0-150 m). The Norwegian Coastal Current water the June 10 altimeter data. The average velocities
is visible at the right side of the cross sections. It is and the width of the flow are in Table 4.
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Table 4. Estimates of average the upper layer (<200 m) in the cross section is
surface velocity from SSHc data for better correlated with SSH than the deeper strata.
cross section 2. This result is different from the results obtained in

Width Velocity the AXBT cross section and cross section 2,
Profile (kin) (cm/s) where the deeper oceanic structure (200-300 m)

May 7 160 8.7 was better correlated with SSHM. Again, it is im-
May 24 200 8.9 portant to realize that the cross correlations of SSHM
June 10 (CTD) 265 4.7 with the parameters of ocean structure have only
June 27 239 7.5 limited validity. SSHM's represent the differences
July 14 214 8.8 frbm the mean, while parameters used in the cross

correlation are not the residual fields (differences
from the means) but the absolute structures. If the

4.2.5 Cross Section 3 oceanic features would average out in the mean

Cross section 3 was also taken across the (for example, the field of eddies), then the cross
Norwegian Atlantic Current in (Fig. 26). This section correlation, obtained as described, would have proper
was taken about 90 km south of and parallel to meaning. In our cases, the part of structure does

cross section 1 and 10 days later (16 and 17 June 87). not average out, namely the part which corresponds

It was taken simultaneously with the altimeter data to Norwegian Atlantic Current. Corresponding

along ground track A07. Figure 48 shows the SSHM's would indicate only the changes in position

dynamic height and several cross sections of oceano- and amplitude of this front (Fig. 12) and cause the

graphic variables obtained from the CTD's. In spite decorrelation.

of the time and space proximity to cross section 1, Figure 54 shows plots of GDEM, GDEM + SSHM,

features in cross section 3 are different. The main and the dynamic height obtained from the CTD's

core of Atlantic water is near and westward of the of cross section 3, all computed along ground

Norwegian Continental Slope. Considerable varia- track A07. The slope of GDEM + SSHM data

tion in the isoline depths and the corresponding corresponds to the slope of the dynamic height

eddy-like structure in the geostrophic currents is obtained from CTD's. Likewise, Figure 55c, where

demonstrated in Figure 49. the GDEM + SSHM are shown for several passes,
indicates that the slope of each profile is comparableFignurei50nshow the fceano hite veaursont, o d Sto the profiles representing the absolute topography

taken during the oceanographic measurement, and (obtained from CTD) in Figure 55b. The profiles

the cross sections of potential temperature, salinity, on fre 55a r n Figure obtain es

and potential sigma for the surface layer (0-150 m). on Figure 55a represent SSH.'s obtained as a

The presence of the Norwegian Coastal Current water difference of a particular profile and the mean. The
mean was created from 14 profiles. Profiles in

is detectable almost 300 km from the coast. It creates Fe wbshowete abol topography in
a slb oly 2-30m tick earthesurfce;the Figure 55b show the absolute topography obtained

a slab only 20-30 mt thick near the surface; the by subtracting the CTD dynamic heights from the
slab is detectable by lower salinity, and overlays altimeter profile (June 17) and differentiating this

the North Atlantic water. SSHM indicates the presence instant geoid with appropriate profiles (described

of cold eddies (Fig. 50c) with the scale 35-45 km earlieri.

and a 10-cm amplitude. The CTD section does not earlier).
haveenough a r10- saluiontodetet Cth seddioes. Vil SSH profiles, as well as the CTD dynamic heighthave enough resolution to detect the eddies. Visual and the profiles of oceanographic parameters, display
inspection indicates that many features in SSHM are large variability in their structures along this ground
matched by the structure displayed in cross sections. track. It is caused by proximity of this cross section

Figure 51 shows the dynamic height computed to the area where inflow of the Norwegian Coastal

from CTD casts and corresponding SSHM. As before, Current from the Baltic Sea, the Norwegian

CTD separations were too large to resolve the eddies Atlantic Current, and waters from the Icelandic

smaller than 50 km in diameter. The cross correla- Atlant meet.

tion between the filtered SSHm and dynamic height Current meet.

is very small (Fig. 52). Figure 53 shows cross 4.2.6 Cross Section 4
correlations between filtered SSHM and potential Cross section 4 is taken across the inflow of the
temperature and salinity in different depths, North Atlantic Current. Its location is shown in
respectively. Results from this figure indicate that Figure 26. It started near the shelf of Scotland,
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crossed the Wyville Thompson Ridge, and finished starting 4 June and ending 6 June 1987. Figure 59
on the Fxeroe Bank. This section was taken 1.5 days shows the cross section of temperature along A to B
later than altimeter data along ground track A17. obtained from the thermistor chain. Isotherms are
The orbit of the altimeter for the passes along this marked every 0. 5°C and the isotherms corresponding
ground track were calibrated by two transponders to 70 and 50C are marked by the thicker lines. A
operated by Rutherford Appelton Laboratory. The rich lateral structure in isotherms demonstrates the
orbit determination for altimeter data was determined mixing processes between the North Atlantic and
by the Navy Astronautics Group. Icelandic Current water masses. The arrows above

Figure 56 shows the cross section of potential thermal structure point to warm structures: I indicates
temperature and salinity. The warm, saline Atlantic the main frontal region; 2, anticyclonic eddy;
water is centered along the British continental slope and the others correspond to smaller features (25-
and extends to a depth of 550 m, which corresponds 30 km). These main features could be identified on
to the depth of the Wyville Thompson Ridge. The the IR image taken 6 days earlier (Fig. 60). The
lower layer shows the outflow from the GIN Sea thermistor chain was towed along the line marked
area, which is also concentrated along the British D16. In agreement with thermistor chain data, the
continental slope, main frontal position is 63.2 0 N and the center of

Figure 57 shows the SSHM and the salinity cross the warm eddy is at 63.6'N. Altimeter data were
section. SSHM represents the deviation from the mean, collected along the thermistor chain pass on 5 June.
but assuming that its structure corresponds to that Altimeter residuals obtained as a difference from
described in Figure 12, case 2 or 3, the surface the mean are displayed in Figure 59 under the thermal
geostrophic velocity is estimated to be 20.8 cm/s structure. SSH indicates the gentle slope to the left
and the width of flow about 56 ki. of the main thermal front (1), but this is an area of

tidal problem, so the result is biased by tide. The
4.3 altimetric signal corresponding to the warm eddy

Me asremeronts Acrossthis missing (precipitation in that area), but the
Iceland-F~eroe Front eddy signature was recorded on the ascending

There is a considerable problem with the pass (A 12) on 2 June (Fig. 60). The ascending pass
Schwiderski-Szeto tidal model in the Iceland-Faeroe intersects the eddy, and a clear signal of about 15 cm
Front area. Tidal variation is large in small spatial was detected. The eddy moved eastward about
scales, and a 1 0x 10 tidal model is too coarse for 1.7 cm/s (25 km/17 days), as indicated by the
proper approximation along altimeter tracks. Errors altimeter pass and IR image in Figure 24. The other
due to the tidal inadequacy are discussed thermal features of Figure 59 are rather small and
section 3.2.4. Important short wavelength error do not have the convincing expression in SSH. The
(<100 kin) along the descending altimeter tracks stronger structure 6, however, has a corresponding
due to bilinear (or other) approximation is located altimeter signal greater than 5 cm.
between 62.50N to 64 0N, and interferes with the
frontal position. Likewise, the ascending altimeter 4.3.2 CTD Cross Section
passes have large tidal error (-15 cm) because of Figure 58 shows the location of CTD casts. This
the track's proximity to shallow-water areas (Fzroes, section was taken in October 1988. Positions of
Iceland) and approximations. CTDs were chosen along descending altimeter ground

Tidal error displays the 15-day periodicity; there- track D21. Altimeter data were not obtained because
fore, there is an advantage to using the difference the GEOSAT malfunctioned. The cross section of
between successive altimetric profiles for determining potential temperature and salinity is displayed in
the frontal translation, as the tidal error tends to be Figure 61. Both variables indicate a very sharp
eliminated, boundary in the frontal area, extending from the

The fine resolution model of the North-East surface almost to the bottom of the cross section.
Atlantic generated by Proudman Laboratory in the The IR image taken 10 days before the CTD
UK is presently available but was not tested and measurements is displayed in Figure 62. It indicates
used in this work. that the CTD transect crossed the tongue of warmer

water usually present in IR images near 65"N, 10*W.
4.3.1 Thermistor Chain The temperature cross section of Figure 61 indicates

Figure 58 shows the position of the thermistor its presence as an intrusion of warmer water near
chain tow, which was towed from point A to B CTD station 20. It also indicates that the water
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Table 5. Operational chart for surface drifters, outlined by temperature contrast. The speed is in

Days in excess of 20 cm/s. Drifter F2 is caught in a cyclonic
Drifter No. Start End Operation eddy, and F3 moves along the northern boundary

F1 8080 14 Oct 88 4 Feb 89 112 of the Iceland-Feroe Front with a speed of about
F2 8082 14 Oct 88 24 Jan 89 102 15 cm/s.

F3 8079 15 Oct 88 24 Nov 88 40 Figure 70 shows the IR composite from 29 and
F4 8084 6 Nov 88 23 Feb 89 108 30 December 1988, with the superimposed tracks
F5 8081 15 Nov 88 30 Jan 89 76 of drifters. The yellow parts of the tracks represent
F6 8083 16 Nov 88 20 Nov 88 4 the path of the drifters in the period centered

around the reception time of the IR image (from
22 December to 6 January 1989). Drifter F4 outlines

present in the tongue is already considerably modified the darker boundary of the Icelandic Current as it
Atlantic water and that it is limited to the layer less turns in the northeastern direction and moves slowly
than 100 m deep, near the surface. (-3 cm/s) along the weak front toward the Norwegian

Atlantic Current. Similarly, the F5 moves in the
4.3.3 Surface Drifters same direction as F4 but much faster (20 cm/s).

Figure 58 shows the deployment locations of six There were only a few days when the Argos position
surface drifterc. Table 5 gives the deployment time of F5 in its northeastward movement was determined,
and the time of transmission termination for each and the tracks are only the linear approximations
drifter. Drifter F6 transmitted its position for only between the known locations. Clouds and mist
4 days and is not discussed in the analysis. preclude identifying the features along the F2 track.

Figure 63 shows the tracks of all drifters con- F2 moved into the Fzroe-Shetland Channel and
structed from raw data. Their general movement in became caught in the recirculation current, with a
the southeastern direction is in agreement with the speed as high as 60 cm/s.
circulation pattern in the Iceland-Feroe Front. The Figure 71 also presents an IR image, composed
departure of the two northernmost drifters in a of 3 days, and the tracks of drifters. The yellow
northeastern direction is in agreement with the idea portion represents the path of the drifters during
of the sea surface tilt being up in the southward the period centered around the reception time of the
and eastward directions, connected with the Iceland- IR image (from 8 January to 24 January 1989).
FTroe Front and the Norwegian Atlantic Current. Drifters F4 and F5 move eastward, as discussed in
Some of the floats were caught in eddies, and one Figure 70. Drifter F2, caught in a cyclonic eddy
was caught in the recirculation current around Feroe about 30 kmn in diameter, drifted southward with
Island. the eddy (5-6 cm/s). The IR image is too cloudy

Figures 64-68 show the tracks of individual drift- to identify the features in its southeastern area.
ers, the north and east component of velocities, and Figure 72 shows tracks of drifters overlaid on
the vector diagram of velocity along the path as a the dynamic height topography obtained from
function of year-days. The points on the individual CTD's. The colored portion of the tracks (from 5
tracks represent the midday position, and every to 30 November) overlays the period of CTD
multiple of 10 days is marked by a larger dot and measurements. CTD measurements were taken
the year-day. Velocities were calculated from the 10-21 November 1988 by T. Hopkins of
daily positions. The speed of drifters is usually small, SACLANTCEN (T. Hopl. ,.ns, 1988). Drifter F1
but during the time when they are caught in the moves 20 cm/s around the tongue depicted in
flow, it may reach 50 cm/s. Drifter F5 (8081) was dynamic height. F2 was caught in a cyclonic eddy,
not tracked for several days and the missing positions which is not resolved by CTD's. F3 moved 15 cm/s
and speeds were obtained by linear interpolation, along the northern boundary of the front, and F5

Several figures compare the results obtained from was stagnant during that period. There is general
drifters, IR images, CTD's, and altimeter. Figure 69 agreement between the dynamic topography and the
presents the composite IR image from 8 and motion of drifters during the period of CTD
9 November 1988, with the superimposed tracks of measurements. The noncoincident parts of drifters'
drifters. The yellow parts of the tracks represent tracks indicate frontal displacements at other times.
the paths of the drifters in the period centered Figure 73 presents the overlay of the three
around the reception time of the IR image (from descending altimeter tracks. The SSH, is displayed,
I to 16 November). Drifter FI follows the tongue, along with the dynamic topography obtained from
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the CTD's (discussed in the description of Fig. 72). from 8 to 9 November. It is the smooth version of
Only a few descending passes were made from IR variations. Spatial distribution of CTD's does
October 1988 to February 1989 due to improper not resolve the smaller (<40 kin) variation along
functioning of the GEOSAT altimeter. The altimeter the front that was detected by IR images (namely,
set, which overlays the dynamic topography, was the anticyclonic eddy near 64'N, 7°W), and perhaps
more than 3 weeks delayed. The front shifted during meander should be sharper in its southwestern part.
that period, but the main features may persist. The Also, the cyclonic eddy present west of the Faxroe
altimeter data indicate the shift of the tongue to Islands and detected by drifter F2 and by the altimeter
the east (track D27) of about 50 km, as also visible was not resolved by the CTD measurements.
in IR images from December and January (Figs. 70 Another attempt to use the altimeter in detection of
and 71). The same interpretation is valid for the the Iceland-Feroe Front is presented in Figure 77.
trough south of the main front. The altimeter signal The dynamic heights (reference level 400 in)

along track D15 shows a mild sloping in the area were computed from AXBT data collected on
of the Icelandic Current, and an indication of a 23 April 1988 (Boyd, 1988) assuming the known
strong flow of Atlantic water as a continuation of temperature-salinity relationship. The separation
a meander detected by CTD data (also visible in between AXBT drops was about 40 km. Altimeter
the previous IR images). Data along track D1O residuals, obtained as differences from the mean,
indicate the large slope north of the Fxeroe Islands were collected on 13, 16, 19, 22, 24, and
and the presence of the warm eddy north of it (also 27 April 1988 along ground tracks D27, D33, D04,
seen in IR images). The amplitude of the altimeter D1O, D15, and D21, respectively. SSHM's are
signal is about 1.5 times larger than the values of plotted along the tracks in Figure 77. The spatial
dynamic topography. It would indicate the presence resolution of the AXBT survey is coarse and the
of a barotropic component, as also derived from resulting front is spread. Except for track DI5, all
the Harvard numerical model for this area others pass over the area several days earlier or
(Robinson et al., 1988). The spline function was later. The SSH signals vary, but only the sloping
used to smooth the tidal data before applying the part of SSHM (between 64.5°N and 64°N) on D27
tidal correction to the altimeter, but the tidal error and on DI0 (between 63.5°N to 63.2°N) can be
was still present and caused uncertainty in identified with the front and D27 (near 63.5°N) with
interpretation. An additional difficulty in interpre- the cold eddy. The tidal error south of 64°N causes
tation of altimeter data in this area originated in spurious signals in SSH's and makes the interpre-
the presence of the time-independent component tation uncertain.
related to the front.

The same set of altimeter data is overlaid on 4.4 Surface Variability from
the drifter tracks in Figure 74. The red portion Altimeter Data
of tracks corresponds to the period (from 5 to Variance for each point on the tracks was
25 December 1988) that overlapped the time of the computed from repeated passes covering 1 year.
altimeter passes. F2 moved around the warm eddy, Because the late fall and winter SSHM's are missing
as indicated by altimetry on track DI0. (malfunctioning of GEOSAT altimeter), 14-15 repeat

The same set of altimeter data is superimposed tracks were used. Figures 78 and 79 show the
on an IR image from 29 and 30 December in variability of the sea surface in meters, obtained as
Figure 75. The IR image was taken 10 days later a square root of mean variance, for ascending and
than the altimetry, and some features are shifted in descending tracks, respectively.
the IR image relative to the altimeter signal. Ascending tracks show the large variability
Namely, the warm eddy to the right in Figure 75 along the Iceland-Fxroe Front, the Fmroe-Shetland
moved southeastward relative to the position Channel, and in an area corresponding to the location
determined by the altimeter. The large meander, of the Norwegian Atlantic Current and the Norwegian
displayed in earlier figures, moved eastward (in Coastal Current. The large variance near the Fzroe-
Fig. 75 covered by clouds), but altimeter data along Shetland Islands and near Iceland is caused partly
the middle track depict its position well. by tidal error in the data. Data in ascending tracks

Figure 76 shows the dynamic height topography started about 50-100 km from the Norwegian Coast.
superimposed on the IR image. This IR image was Due to a problem with the automatic tracker in
taken in the beginning of the CTD measurements GEOSAT, they missed the main part of the
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Norwegian Coastal Current, which is rich in energetic the Iceland-Fxroe Front is partly contaminated by
mesoscale eddies. This lapse accounts for the low tidal error. It is interesting to notice the southern
variability near the Norwegian Coast. Variability extension of the low variability field near Iceland
obtained from the descending passes in Figure 79 (near 65*N) and the large variability around 64°N,
shows a similar result-an active Iceland-Faeroe 10'W. These features correspond to areas where IR
Front area and part of the Norwegian Atlantic Current images also indicated smaller and greater activity,
in the north and a quiet Norwegian Sea. Again, as respectively. The quietest area, with the smallest
with the ascending passes, the large variability along variability, is located northeast of Iceland.
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Figure 24. SSHM residuals overlayed on IR image from
21 May 1987. SSHM: D21-Rev 11433, 21 May 1987.
D16-Rev 11404, 19 May 1987. Altimeter tracks cross the
Iceland-F eroe Front.
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Figure 25. SSHM residuals overlayed on JR image from
29 May 1987. SSHMW: Al 2-Rev 11609, 2 June 1987.
Altimeter track passes quasi-parallel to Iceland-Fa~roe
frontal zone.
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Figure 28. SST obtained from IR data and SSHM
(c) 9 along the same ground track. (a) SST obtained

8URFAE • 29 May 1987 and (b) SSHm collected 1 June 1987.
Z ,The dotted line is the Fourier filtered version of SSHm.
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Figure 27. AXBT cross section and SSHm.
(a) Temperature cross section from AXBT along ground
track A09, taken on 1 June 1987. (b) Altimeter residuals
taken simultaneously with AXBT data. The dotted line u20 -15 1 1 1 1
is the Fourier filtered version of SSHM (cutoff about -20 -15 -10 5 0 5 10 15 20

30 kin). (c) Curves for the surf(,-- temperature and LAG (samples)

the averaged temperatures for the columns ,nf water Figure 29. Cross correlation between SSHM, and SST data.
between 0 to 40 m and 200 to 350 m, respectively. Units of lag are given by altimeter sampling (1-second

data, about 6.50 kIn). Maximum for the lag = 8 means
the shift of altimeter data relative to SST, 8 samples
to the left. (in Fig. 28).
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Figure 30. Cross section 0, across 0w 8 60 4 20 0 20 0 6EF~3roe-Shetland Channel Variables Figure 32. Position of ADS ground track and CTD

are (a) dynamic height, (b) poten- cross section 0. Dots indicate positions of CTD casts.
tial temperature. (c) salinity, and
(d) potential sigma. Section taken

3-4 June 1987.
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Figure 33. Cross section 0, surface layer (0-150 m) across Fazroe-Shetland Channel. Variables are
(a) SSHM, (b) potential temperature, (c) salinity, and (d) potential sigma, respectively. SSHM was
taken along ground track A05 on 30 May 87. The ground track was parallel to cross section 0, but
separated about 40 km north of it (see Fig. 32).
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Figure 34. SSH residuals for five paths along the ground track A05. (a) SSHM residualscreated as a difference between the mean and particular pass as listed. The mean was created
from five passes. (b) SSHc residuals obtained as a difference between the May 30 (REV 11566)
pass and particular pass as listed in figure. The straight line on May 30 represents dynamic
height measurement obtained from CTD data.
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Figure 35. Dynamic height obtained from CTD across 800
Feroe-Sheiland Channel and SSHM. (a) CTD data (from
SACLANT) taken 6-7 September 1987. (b) SSHM data, 1000 (C)
along A12 from 12 September 1987. 0
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Figure 36. Cross section 1, across
Norwegian Atlantic Current. Variables are
(a) surface dynamic height, (b) potential
temperature, (c) salinity, and (d) poten-
tial sigma, respectively. Section was taken
6-7 June 1987.
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Figure 37. Cross section 1, across Norwegian (b) 70
Atlantic Current. Variables are surface 1501(b
dynamic height and geostrophic velocity. 0
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Figure 38. Cross section 1, surface layer (0-150 m)
across Norwegian Atlantic Current. Variables are
(a) SSHM, (b) potential temperature, (c) salinity, and
(d) potential sigma. SSHMf was taken along the ground
track A21 on 6-7 June 1987.
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Figure 39. Comparison between the surface dynamic
height obtained from CTD's, dynamic height computed
from GDEM data and the "absolute" sea surface
variation obtained by adding SSHM and GDEM dynamic
height. GDEM data correspond to the summer period.
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Figure 40. SSH residuals for several adjacent passes along ground track A21. (a) SSHM residuals. (b) Corresponding
SSHc residuals, for which the geoid estimate was obtained from the 6 June altimeter data and the CTD dynamic
height. (c) SSHGDEM for the same data set.
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Figure 41. Cross section 2. across Norwegian Atlantic
Current Variables are (a) surface dynamic height,
(b) potential temperature, (c) salinity, and (d) potential
sigma. Section was taken 10-)) June 1987.
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Figure 43. Cross section 2, surface layer (0-150 m)
across Norwegian Atlantic Current. Variables are U
(a) SSHM, (b) potential temperature, (c) salinity, and CD
(d) potential sigma. SSHm was taken along the ground

track A30 on 10 June 1987. -0.5
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Figure 45. Cross correlation between the filtered version
of SSHM and CTD dynamic height along section 2. Units
of lag are given by altimeter sampling (1-second data,
about 6.5 kin). Positive lag signifies advancement of
altimeter data. Dots represent the square of cross
correlation.
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Figure 46. Comparison between the surface dynamic
height obtained from CTD's, dynamic height computed
from GDEM data and the absolute sea surface variation
obtained by adding SSHM and GDEM dynamic height.
GDEM data correspond to the summer period.
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Figure 47. SSHj residuals for several adjacent passes along the ground track A30. (a) SSHc residuals. (b)
Corresponding SSHc residuals for which the geoid estimate was obtained from the 10 June altimeter data and
the CTD-dynamic height. (c) SSHGDom for the same data set.
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Figure 48. Cross section 3, across Norwegian Atlantic
Current. Variables are (a) surface dynamic height,
(b) potential temperature, (c) salinity, and (d) potential
sigma. Section was taken 16-17 June 1987.
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Figure 50. Cross section 3, surface layer (0-150 m) -

across Norwegian Atlantic Current. Variables are c 0 --

(a) SSHM, (b) potential temperature, (c) salinity, and
(d) potential sigma. SSHM was taken along the ground
track A07 on 17 June 1987. -05
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Figure 52. Cross correlation between the filtered version
of SSHM and CTD dynamic height along section 3.
Units of lag are given by altimeter sampling (1-second
data about 6.5 kn). Positive lag signifies advancement
of altimeter data. Dots represent the square of cross
correlation.
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Figure 53. Cross correlations between the filtered version of SSHM with potential

(a) temperature and (b) salinity in various depths along the CTD cross section 3.

Units of lag are given by altimeter sampling (1-second data, about 6.5 kon).

Positive lag signifies advancement of altimeter data. Dots represent the square

of cross correlation.
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Figure 54. Comparison between the surface dynamic height obtained
from CTD's. Dynamic height computed from GDEM data and the
absolute sea surface variation obtained by adding SSHM and GDEM
dynamic height. GDEM data correspond to the summer period.
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Figure 55. SSH residuals for several adjacent passes along the ground track A07. (a) SSHM residuals.
(b) Corresponding SSHc residuals for which the geoid estimate was obtained from the 17 June altimeter data
and the CTD-dynamic height. (c) SSHGDEm for the same data set.
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Figure 56. Cross section 4 across the North Atlantic Current. Variables are (a) potential temperature and (b) salinity.
Section was taken 12 October 1988.
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Figure 57. Comparison between (a) altimeter SSHM taken along A17 on 11 October 1988 and (b) the CTD cross

section 4 taken 1.5 days later along altimeter ground track.
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Figure S8. Bathymetric chart across lceland-Faeroe Ridge with the marked positions of oceanographic
measurements. Thermistor chain tow from A to B. CTD casts marked from 12 to 22. Surface drfifers deployment
sites marked F1 to F6.
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A.

100

Figure 60. IR image with superimposed altimeter track with strong signal from the warm eddy in the middle.
NOAA-9 ch #4 image is from 29 May 1987. Altimeter overflight along A12 on 2 June 1987. Line marked D16
indicates the direction of thermistor chain tow on 4--6 June 1987.
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Figure 62. IR image showing the western part of Iceland-Faroe Front and position of CTD cross section.
NOAA-9 ch #4 image is from 4 October 1988. CTD casts were taken 13-14 October 1988.
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Figure 63. Chart of drifter tracks created from all 310 "" 4
position data received from Argos station. Deployment )30 290 320 24 34
dates are marked in the beginning of each track. Drifter 300
which was deployed on 15 November has part of track 630

marked as dashed line because of very sparse localization
in that area. FAEROE',
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Figure 64. (a) Track of drifter F) and (b) component and vector plots of velocity along the track.
Numbers near the track represent the midday of 1988 and 1989 year-days. Data represent the daily
averaged values.
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Figure 65. (a) Track of drifter F2 and (b) component and vector plots of velocity along the track.

Numbers near the track represent the midday of 1988 and 1989 year-days. Data represent the

daily averaged values.
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Figure 66. (a) Track of drifter F3 and (b) component
and vector plots of velocity along the track. Numbers
near the track represent the midday of 1988 and 1989
year-days. Data represent the daily averaged values.
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Figure 67. (a) Track of drifter F4 and (b) component and vector plots of velocity along the track.
Numbers near the track represent the midday of 1988 and 1989 year-days. Data represent the
daily averaged values.
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Figure 68. (a) Track of drifter F5 and (b) component and vector plots of velocity along the track.
Numbers near the track represent the midday of 1988 and 1989 year-days. Data represent the
daily averaged values. Data were linearly approximated during the missing days.
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-9.

Figure 69. Tracks of drifters superimposed on the IR image.
The yellow parts of tracks represent the paths of drifters
during the period centered around the reception time
of IR image (1-16 November 1988). NOAA-11 ch #4 IR
image is a composite of 8 and 9 November 1988. Clouds
are filtered and show up as a black background.

Figure 70. Tracks of drifters superimposed on the IR image.
The yellow parts of tracks represent the paths of drifters
during the period centered around the reception time of JR
image (22 Dec.-6 January 1989). NOAA-11 ch #4 IR
image is a 2-day composite of 29, and 30 December 1988.
Clouds are filtered and show up as a black background.
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Figure 71. Tracks of drifters superimposed on the IR image.
The yellow parts of tracks represent the paths of drifters
during the period centered around the reception time
of IR image (8-24 January 1989). NOAA-11 ch #4 IR
image is a 3-day composite of 15, 16, and 17 January 1989.
Clouds are filtered and show up as a black background.
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Figure 72. CTD dynamic height contour map Figure 73. Altimeter SSHM superimposed on CTD
superimpose I on the tracks of drifters. CTD dynamic dynamic height topography. CTD dynamic height
height contour map obtained ,by Hopkins (1988) from obtained from Hopkins (1988). CTD measurement
CTD measurements during 10-21 November 1988. was done during 10-21 November 1988. Altimeter
The red parts of tracks represent the paths of drifters data along tracks D15, D27, and DIO were obtained
overlapping the CTD measurements (5-30 17, 23, and 15 December 1988, respectively. Numbers
November 1988). Numbers near the contours near the contours of dynamic height mark the values
represent the dynamic height value in dyncm. in dyncm. Scale calibrates the altimeter signal.
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Figure 74. Altimeter SSHM overlayed on the tracks of
drifters. The red portion of tracks corresponds to
the period (5-25 December 1988), which overlaps the
time of altimeter passes. Altimeter data along tracks
D15, D27, and DIO were obtained 17, 23, and
15 December 1988, respectively. Scale calibrates the
altimeter data.

FAEROE IS.

Figure 75. Altimeter SSHM overlayed on IR image. Altimeter
data along tracks D15, D27, and DIO were obtained 17, 23,
and 15 December 1988, respectively. NOAA-11 ch #4 IR image
is a composite of 2 days, 29 and 30 December 1988. Clouds
are filtered and show up as a black background. Scale calibrates
the altimeter data.
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Figure 76. CTD dynamic height topography overlayed on
IR image. CTD dynamic height contour map prepared
by Hopkins (1988) from CTD measurements during
10-21 November 1968. NOAA-11 ch #4 IR image is a
composite of 8 and 9 November 1988.
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Figure 77. Comparison between (a) altimeter SSHM data and (b) surface dynamic height topography derived
from AXBT measurements. Altimeter data along tracks D15, D21, D27, D33, D04, and D10 were collected on
days 24, 27, 13, 16, 19, and 22 April 1988, respectively. Dynamic height topography prepared by Boyd (1988)
from AXBT data collected on 23 April 1988.
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5.0 Summary and Conclusions methods of its estimation were examined in this

Altimetric data were collected in the GIN Sea report: - the mean of many repeat passes; • sub-

area during a 14-month period. Oceanographic traction of the surface dynamic height, obtained

measurements were taken simultaneously with from the simultaneous CTD cross section taken along

altimetric measurements during several cruises and the altimeter ground track, from the corrected

aircraft flighis. These measurements consisted of altimeter range data; • subtraction of the surface

data from CTD's, a thermistor chain, AXBT's, and dynamic height, obtained from the historic (GDEM)

surface drifters. The satellite AVHRR images were CTD data along the altimeter ground track, from

utilized during analysis. A set of these data served the mean of many repeat passes. The three types of

gunderstanding, SSH residuals (SSHM, SSHc, SSHGDEM) were then
asd antecres gar meanstofverifyiseng . obtained by subtracting the corresponding estimatedand interpreting altimeter measurements.

The tidal correction used in altimeter processing geoid from a particular pass.
was found to have significant error in the Iceland- The first method was used routinely, but because
Faroe-Shetland area. In addition to the large spatial the time-steady component of oceanography was
scale error (>100 km), tidal approximations along removed with the geoid, interpretation of the SSHM
the altimetric path, obtained from coarse V x 10 in areas of steady currents was difficult. Correla-
grid tidal data, introduced short-scale error (<100 km) tions between SSHM and oceanographic parameters
of significant amplitude (>10 cm), which masks obtained from cross sections suffered from this
mesoscale features. limitation.

The wet tropospheric correction was not applied The second method accumulates errors due to
to altimetric data, but the preliminary results obtained orbit tilt, due to the uncertainty and limitations of
from the SSMI show that the altimeter correction the geostrophic method of calculating dynamic
due to water vapor content and connected with height, and to the presence of a barotropic compo-
atmospheric fronts can mask mesoscale features nent in the dynamic height not detectable by CTD's.
(>10-cm amplitude). Due to fast movement of the The presence of the barotropic component in the
atmospheric fronts in the GIN Sea area (>35 km/h), dynamic height (and current) is indicated by SSH
altimeter and water vapor data must be simultaneous data across the Iceland-Famroe Front where SSH is
to give proper results. larger than dynamic height computed from CTD's.

Altimeter data were sometimes observed as noisy. The third method (in addition to the last two
This noisiness is connected with the high seas. limitations of the second method) had an additional
It appears if significant wave height is greater error introduced by averaging the data sets which
than 6 m. are not obtained simultaneously (CTD's of GDEM

Historic oceanographic data reveal that the GIN were obtained in different times than altimeter
Sea area is an oceanographically complex area with SSH's). This last error may be critical in the area
large spatial and temporal variability. The frontal of the Norwegian Atlantic Current where oceano-
zones are complicated by the presence of mesoscale graphic measurements indicate that variations in the
eddies and temporal variability of currents. Their flux are comparable to the mean. The results obtained
presence imposes the spatial and temporal constraints from cross sections 1 and 2 across the Norwegian
on comparisons between the oceanographic and Atlantic Current indicate that, in comparison with
altimeter data. The quantitative comparisons between data obtained by the second method of geoid
these data, gathered more than 2 days and 40 km estimation, GDEM dynamic height underestimated
apart, have to be carefully reasoned. the time-steady portion of Norwegian Atlantic

Dynamic height topography computed from CTD Current while cross section 3 is in agreement with it.
data shows 5 to 15 cm sea surface relief for fronts Comparisons between SSH and the features
and mesoscale eddies. These values are on the verge indicated by IR images do not show complete
of the altimeter detection capability. Nevertheless, agreement. Some IR features, interpreted as
good correlation was found between the tempera- mesoscale variability may not be true features, or
ture structure of the sea cross section and the are too weak to be detected by altimeter. Features
altimetric signal along it, with SSH amplitudes of detected by oceanographic measurement had the
only 5-8 cm. equivalent expression in the SSII as, for example,

The main problem in interpretation of altimetry the detection of a warm-core eddy by thermistor
is the insufficient knowledge of precise geoid. Three chain, altimeter, and IR image. It should be noted
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that simultaneity of data is important, namely, in Even the 5-cm variations in SSHM have corresponding
areas of stronger currents where the 2 days' expressions in temperature structure, while a 35- to
difference may cause the 15-20 km drift of the 40-km CTD sampling distance in CTD cross sections
feature. Likewise, SST's obtained from IR data along did not resolve all eddies. The cross correlation
the altimeter ground track were weakly correlated between SSH and the temperature averages, for
with SSHM. different layers, showed the highest cross correlation

Five CTD cross sections and one AXBT cross where the layer was 200-350 m deep. This was true
section were taken across the North Atlantic Current for the two northernmost cross sections, the AXBT
and the Norwegian Atlantic Current along ground and the CTD cross section 2. It may indicate the
tracks and simultaneously with the altimetric data. possibility of the unique determination of the sub-
Sections 0 and 4 were taken across the North Atlantic surface structure from the surface altimetry data by
inflow. Section 4, taken north of the Wyville the method similar to the solution known in the
Thompson Ridge (-600 m deep), shows the very Gulf Stream area.
sharp boundary in about 600 m between Atlantic In the southern CTD cross section 3, the cross-
water in the upper layer and the water flowing from correlation between SSH and the oceanic structure
the north under it. SSH is well correlated with the indicate the highest value for the upper 100-m-thick
ocean structure and shows the area of inflow with layer. This difference in the result may be partly
a surface relief of 15 cm. Section 0 was taken parallel due to interaction between the three current systems
to the Fwroe-Shetland Channel but separated from as they meet in this area (Icelandic, North Atlantic,
the altimeter track by about 40 km to the south. and Norwegian Coastal Currents), and partly because
The ensemble average for altimeter data was created of the limited validity of comparison between the
only from five passes to avoid the large tidal error. absolute parameters obtained from oceanography
The altimeter pass was 3 days in advance of CTD and the residual SSH obtained by method 1.
measurements. This time difference is generally Surface topography for several repeat passes
too large (current meter measurements show spectral along each cross section, obtained from CTD's by
peak at 4 days-T. Hopkins, SACLANTCEN, method 2, indicates a strong, steady component of
personal communication), but good agreement northward flow in the northerly positioned sec-
between SSH's obtained by different methods tions (1,2) and a rather variable flow with a small,
(I and 2) justifies the assumption of simultaneity. steady component in cross-section 3. This behavior
Because the dynamic height obtained from CTD's resembles variability of SSH in the Fxroe-Shetland
did not show any relief, orbit-corrected altimeter Channel. The explanation may be that cross-section 3
range data were used as the geoid (method 2) for is in an area where different current systems change
the other repeat passes. Only one of the five adjacent and are influenced strongly by Atlantic inflow from
repeats showed substantial inflow of Atlantic water the Faxroe-Shetland Channel, while the northern
into the GIN Sea area. This result is strongly sections have more stability in flow because the
supported by agreement with the SSH's obtained by Atlantic and Icelandic flows coalesce. This current
method 1. is baroclinically unstable. The instability evolution

The rest of the cross sections are across the plus advection of the eddies and meanders are the
Norwegian Atlantic Current. They show that the core principal source of variability.
of Atlantic water is guided by the Norwegian The Iceland-Faroe frontal zone is subjected to
Continental Slope and that the structure corresponds the same problems of spatial and temporal variability
to elongated eddies to the east whose origins are as the Norwegian Atlantic Current area. Historically,
not well understood. Altimeter data along less oceanographic measurements were taken in this
corresponding ascending tracks were taken area than in the Norwegian Sea, and the knowledge
simultaneously with the oceanographic measure- of oceanography is still limited.
ments. The Norwegian Coastal Current was not well The frontal zone follows the northern-sloping ba-
covered by the altimeter because a delay in the thymetry of the Faeroe-Iceland Ridge. Its boundary
adjustment of the automatic altimeter tracker caused is complicated by the presence of the warm- and
a loss of data in about a 100-km-wide area seaward cold-core eddies. The CTD cross section taken east
from the coast. High correlation between SSH and of Iceland shows a very sharp boundary between
temperature structure is visible in the densely Atlantic and Icelandic waters. This boundary extends
sampled AXBT cross section (casts 12 km apart). almost vertically to the bottom, while cross sections
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taken to the east of it (T. Hopkins and H. Perkins, Several oceanographic measurements (NOARL's
SACLANTCEN, personal communication) show and SACLANTCEN's) were attempted simulta-
gradual sloping with Atlantic water overlaying the neously and along the altimeter ground tracks in
Icelandic water mass. The cross section passed across the summer of 1988, but no altimetric data could
the tongue of warm water and was always visible be collected because of the GEOSAT's malfunction.
in IR images around 64°-65°N and 10°W. This From September to March 1988 only a few
feature is situated in the convergence zone where descending passes exist. Some are displayed together
the northeastward current associated with the strong with drifters, dynamic height topography, and
thermal front between Atlantic and Icelandic waters IR images. In general, there is good identification
near Iceland and the southeastward Icelandic current of altimetry with mesoscale eddies in this region.
meet. The presence of Atlantic water in this feature Some comparisons of altimetry, for example, with
is limited to the surface layer, which is less than dynamic topography, are not simultaneous. They
100 m thick. Nevertheless, it is dynamically are compared because there is indication of the shift
important as shown in dynamic height calculations of features in IR images. The altimeter data compare
(T. Hopkins, SACLANTCEN, personal communi- the amplitude of their surface relief at a later time.
cation) and the drifter's track. There is indication that the amplitude of the altimeter

Six surface drifters tracked by Argos system were SSHM is larger than CTD-derived dynamic height
released in the frontal area. Drifters generally moved topography, which would indicate the presence of
along the frontal zone. Transient speeds were some- a barotropic component. This result also agrees with
times as high as 50 cm/s. Dynamic height calculated the higher speeds of drifters than indicated by
from CTD data also shows a broad front (>100 kin) geostrophic currents computed from CTD's. It should
with a total relief of 15 cm, but it was intensified be noted that the SSH residuals used in this
in some are^. so that the dynamic height changed comparison are only the deviations from the mean.
10 cm in less than 50 km. The two northernmost Taking into account the unknown spatial variation
deployed surface drifters, after moving some time of int and the unknterpat ation
along the front, drifted to the northeast in the of te frontan theimean interpretato o s
direction of the Norwegian Atlantic Current. This in ter s frtal po mpli tue is
drift is the result of a general upward tilt of surface difficult. It is further complicated by the presence
dynamic topography connected with the inflow of of eddies. It is a considerable advantage to use
Atlantic water along the eastern boundary of the absolute SSH topography (method 2) obtained from
GIN Sea area (also demonstrated by Hopkins, 1988 CTD data in interpretation.
measurements; surface dynamic height from CTD's). Finally, variation of the altimetric signal obtained
Temperature indicated that boundaries in IR images from variances along ascending and descending
were in good agreement with the simultaneous tracks shows enhanced amplitude in the Iceland-

motions of drifters and the CTD-derived surface Fwroe frontal area and along the Norwegian Atlantic

dynamic height topography. Current as would be expected from the oceanographic
Descending ground tracks of the GEOSAT measurements. This result supports the evidence that

altimeter transected perpendicularly the Iceland- the altimeter is a useful tool in the GIN Sea
Facroe front. Data suffer from tidal error introduced oceanographic investigation.
mainly by approximations to the coarse 10 x 10 grid Results from the Norwegian Atlantic Current area
of the Schwiderski-Szeto model. The most severely related to the altimeter can be summarized as show-
influenced area is situated along the northern slope ing correlation between altimetry and oceanographic
of the Iceland-Fmroe Ridge, where the spatial tidal features even for small signal, (order of 5 cm) vir-
changes are largest and, unfortunately, are coinci- tually buried in system noise. Correlation of SSH
dent with the frontal region. Ascending passes with the deeper ocean structure indicates the pos-
through the area have even more severe problems sibility of estimating this structure from the surface
as they cross the shelves of the Iceland, the Faeroe height data of the altimeter. This is also applicable
Islandc, and the Shetland Islands where tide is not for the area of the Iceland-Faeroe front, where the
well determined. Smoothing of the tidal signal along two-layer assumption is a good approximation.
the altimeter tracks (original tide was obtained by The study of historical CTD cross sections would
bilinear approximation of 1 0 x 1 0 data) removed th' be needed to establish such a relationship. CTD cross
largest errors, but even the smaller residuals are sections or, as a first approximation, GDEM
detrimental to interpretation, cross sections along altimeter ground tracks, are
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important for establishing the absolute topography, smoothed show that the frontal amplitude is larger
which can be more easily interpreted. Several such than indicated by the surface dynamic topography
cross sections across the Norwegian Atlantic Current obtained from CTD's. This CTD dynamic topog-
or across the Feroe-Shetland Channel could monitor raphy shows a frontal relief of 15 cm, in some
the inflow and variability of Atlantic water, a critical places narrowed to 40-50 km width. This relief
parameter for numerical modeling of GIN Sea should be visible in altimetry. Improved tidal model
circulation. or one with a denser grid than the Schwiderski

Altimeter data across the Iceland-Faxroe Front model is needed. Likewise, simultaneous in situ
have problems with tidal error. Altimeter data outside CTD measurements are necessary to resolve this
the tidal error range and data where the tide was problem.
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